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C AN THE EXPANSION OF 45Q EFFECTIVELY SPUR
INVESTMENT IN CARBON CAPTURE?
Shannon Zaret*

C

arbon c.apture technologies play a critical role in the
global effort to mitigate carbon dioxide (C0 2 ) emissions. 1 Even with significant advancements in energy
efficiency and an increase in renewable energy generation, the
international community will not be able to meet critical climate
goals without a strong carbon capture portfolio. 2 Moreover, it
is one of the few technologies capable of reducing emissions
from the fossil fuel industry- which is expected to remain a
significant player in the energy sector well into the midd le of
the century. 3 Despite this, there have been few federal incentives for carbon capture, and those that exist have proven largely
insufficient for supporting commercial dep loyment. 4 The 11 Sth
Congress attempted to address these issues by reforming and
expanding incentives for investment in carbon capture through
the passage of the Bipartisan Budget Act of 2018 (Act). 5 However, if this new framework is to have any rea l-world value, it
must provide financial certainty to those willing to invest in carbon capture techno logies. This article wi ll argue that the success
of these incentives hinges on a federal interpretation that is both
in line with Congress's intent to stimulate private sector investment, and closely mirrors that of the simi lar, previous ly enacted
solar tax credit.
Enacted on February 9, 2018, the Act includes a provision designed to extend and reform Section 45Q of the Internal
Revenue Code, which provides tax credits for power plants and
industrial facilities that utilize carbon capture technologies.6 The
original vers ion of Section 45Q, which was enacted as part of
the Energy Improvement and Extension Act of 2008, was much
narrower in scope. As originally authorized, the credit was only
available for two types of capture projects: ten dollars per metric
ton of C0 2 captured through enhanced oil recovery and twenty
dollars per metric ton ofC0 2 captured through geo log ic storage.
7
Qualifying projects were required to capture a minimum of
500,000 metric tons of co2before they were eligible to receive
the credits and the entire program was set to expire once it met
its seventy-five million metric ton cap. 8 Critics argued that this
framework was largely ineffective in spurring investment due to
the financial uncertainty created by the va lue, minimum eligibility requirements, and program cap. 9 Developers feared little
return on their investment as the value of the credit was too low
to recoup project costs and the program could potential ly run out
of funds long before the facility was up and running. 10 The program also exc luded many other viab le carbon capture projects
that might attract additional investment. 11
As amended, the new Section 45Q represents a serious
attempt by Congress to broaden the credit's applicabi lity and
to make the credit more attractive for investors . 12 The new Ian14

guage of the Act specifically directs the Treasury Department
to increase the value of the tax credit over a ten-year period,
after which it will be adjusted to increase with il'lflation. 13 In
addition, Congress authorizes Treasury to remove the cap on
the program so that credits are not applied on a first-come
first-served basis and to expand eligibility to include additional
industries that capture and utilize carbon. 14 While this greater
financial certainty is expected to usher in bi ll ions of dollars in
investment, successful implementation wi ll be supported by
Treasury 's interpretation of a nwnber of provisions that Congress left open for clarification.
For examp le, the Act's new language provides that fac il ities that begin construction prior to January 1, 2024, are e ligible
to claim the tax credit for up to twelve years after the carbon
capture equipment is placed in service. 15 This change allows
investors to start earning credits as soon as construction begins.
Therefore, Treasury's interpretation of what it means to " begin
construction" can have significant implications for project
developers and investors. 16 Knowing when a project has officially begun construction with respect to the program's eligibility u ltimately facilitates the development of project timelines
that maximize a firm 's eligible tax credit rate and helps reduce
financial risk to companies who are interested in bidding on
construction projects in the near future. If this tax credit cannot be utilized by commercial developers, it has no real-world
value. Therefore, thi s provision should be interpreted through
the lens of Congress 's intent to improve financial certainty for
investment in carbon capture techno logies.
A careful examination of the history of the similar solar
tax credit guaranteed through the 2016 Consolidated Appropriations Act (Bill) offers a useful precedent. 17 Like the recent
expansion of 45Q, Congress had elected to move the el igibility requirement away from the " placed in service" standard
to "beginning construction" to increase financial certainty for
investors. 18 Following the passage of the Bi ll in December
20 15, the Internal Revenue Service issued otice 2018-59,
which clarified the meaning of the term "beginning of construction" in Section 48 of the Internal Revenue Code. 19 It outlined
two methods by which taxpayers could evaluate whether they
had begun construction with respect to tax credit eligibi lity:
(l) engagement in significant physical work either directly
or contractually (i.e. , Physical Work Test) or (2) five percent
of the ultimate tax basis of the project has already been paid
or incurred (i .e. , Five Percent Safe Harbor standard). 20 Both
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standards clarify what preliminary activities quali fy as work of
a significant nature to aid developers in creating project timelines that will increase their likelihood of qualifying fo r the tax
credit.
With the expansion of 45Q, Congress has made clear its
intent to minimize any uncertainty and undue financial risk for
carbon capture. Similar to the expansion of the so lar tax credit,
they have done so by shi fting the credit's eli gibility determination to earlier in the development process so that investors can
maximize their return.21 Thus, similar guidance that is widely
understood and accepted by indu stry and investors should
apply here, and Treasury should include spec ific examples that
illustrate work of a significant nature in the context of carbon
capture. Once guidance is in place, the Act would then provide
a meaningful incentive to increase the development of carbon
capture facilities.

Whil e additional federa l incentives could help compl ement
the recent expansion of 45Q, it still remains the most significant
program fo r encouraging private investment in carbon capture
deployment to date. However, Treasury must provide clear g uidance if the tax credit is to offer any meaningful benefit to the
carbon capture industry. Until Treasury does so, the interpretati on of Co ngress' intent with regards to the similar so lar credit
should be used as a model for continued p rogress with the carbon capture industry.
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